W Dimensionless velocity in z direction,
Heat transfer in annular passages has many applications in the areas of refrigeration, cooling of turbine rotors, nuclear energy production, thermal storage systems, food industries, electrical transport and chemical process. Double pipe heat exchangers in chemical process, gas -cooled electrical cables, double pipe heat exchangers and the cooling of nuclear fuel rods represent industrial examples in which annular flow heat transfer is encountered. In these situations, the forced convection in the duct flow is often significantly influenced by body forces, which tend to produce secondary 3D Fully Developed Laminar Mixed Convection in Horizontal Concentric Annuli with the Presence of Porous Blocks Y. Ould-Amer flows in the duct cross section. The main focus of these systems is to enhance the overall heat transfer coefficient. Laminar mixed convection between concentric horizontal cylinders is presented in [1] [2] [3] [4] . Niekele and Patankar [4] have examined numerically the effect of buoyancy forces on heat transfer in an annulus. Results are presented for a range of the values of the Gashoff number, the Prandtl number, and the radius ratio of the annulus. Habib and Negm [5] studied numerically the laminar mixed convection in the fully region of horizontal concentric annuli for the case of the non uniform circumferential heating. The problem of mixed convection in a horizontal annulus with isothermal walls, the inner heated and the outer cooled, was studied numerically by Muralidhar [6] . His numerical results indicate that buoyancy increases the rate at which boundary layers grow and it determines the heat transfer rate once the annular gap is filled by the boundary layer on each wall. Vanover and Kulacki [7] conducted experiments in a porous annulus with the inner cylinder heated by constant heat flux and the outer cylinder isothermally cooled. The medium consisted of 1-and 3-mm glass beads saturated with water. They found that when the Rayleigh number is large, the values of the Nusselt number for mixed convection may be lower than the free convection values. They attributed this to restructuring of the flow as forced convection begins to play a dominant role. Laminar mixed convection in the thermal entry region of concentric horizontal annulus of radius 2 has been experimentally studied by Mohammed et al. [8] . The experimental setup consists of a stainless annulus with inner tube subjected to a constant wall heat flux boundary condition and an adiabatic outer annulus. Their experimental results show that the free convection tends to decrease the heat transfer at low Reynolds number while to increase the heat transfer for high Reynolds number.
In the last decades, the use of porous material to improve the heat transfer is of topical interest. Field applications of heat transfer in porous media can be found in [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Ould-Amer [14] [15] [16] carried out numerical analysis to investigate the performance of an innovative thermal system to improve the heat transfer in horizontal annulus. With attached four porous blocks on the inner cylinder, steady laminar mixed convection is examined for the fully developed region of horizontal concentric annuli. Their results show the significant improve in heat transfer with highly conductive porous medium; however, the friction factor is increased compared with situations without porous blocks. Venugopal et al. [17] studied experimentally the mixed convection in vertical duct filled with metallic porous structure. The main focus of their work is to examine the potential of porous insert for augmenting heat transfer from the heated wall of vertical duct under forced flow conditions. The objective of this work is to analyze the laminar mixed convection in horizontal concentric annuli with the presence of porous matrix. Four porous blocks are fixed on the inner cylinder. The analysis is performed for laminar flow and for thermally and hydrodynamically developed conditions. This study is an extension of previous papers of Ould-Amer [14] [15] [16] .
II. ANALYSIS
The physical problem considered in the present paper is shown in Fig. 1 . Four porous blocks are fixed on outside of the inner cylinder. The porous blocks are considered homogeneous, isotropic and saturated by an incompressible fluid. The outer cylinder is insulated while the inner cylinder has circumferentially uniform surface temperature and axially uniform heat transfer rate. In the fully developed region of the flow, the velocity components become independent of the axial distance z. The density of fluid is considered constant except in the buoyancy term (Boussinesq approximation). A local thermal equilibrium takes place between the fluid and the porous medium. Because of the symmetry about the vertical center line shown in Fig. 1 , the analysis is confined to a right half of the annulus.
The continuity, momentum and energy equations that govern the physical situation can be written in dimensionless form as follows:
With dimensionless boundary conditions:
For convenience, the pressure is redefined as explained in appendix. In the energy equation, the relation between axial temperature gradient and the average heat flux at the surface of the inner cylinder is given in appendix.
At the interfaces which separate the fully fluid zone and the porous blocks, the continuity of flow, pressure, temperature, stress and also energy are adopted. 
The set of differential equations governing mixed convection in the horizontal concentric annuli is transformed into a system of algebraic equations with the use of the control volume approach. The SIMPLER algorithm is used for the calculation of the flow field and temperature. The system of algebraic equations is solved iteratively by means of the Thomas algorithm. Under-relaxation factors are introduced to avoid the divergence of the strongly non-linear system. A non uniform staggered grid of 74×64 nodes was selected on the basis of a grid sensitivity study presented in Table 1 . Convergence is controlled in terms of the relative error for the variables U, V, W, P, θ and the mass residual in each control volume.
The convergence criterion is: (9) With Φ corresponding to U, V, W, P or θ , and n and 1 + n indicating two consecutive iterations. The discontinuity between the porous blocks and fully fluid zone is handled with the use of the harmonic mean formulation suggested by Patankar [18] . The present code was validated by comparing the results obtained with our code for the fully fluid case, with those of Nieckele and Patankar [4] . Good agreement between the results is observed in the Table II. The discrepancy for the mean Nusselt number and the friction factor values is less than 1%. The situation of fully fluid case, i.e. without porous blocks, is obtained by setting the Darcy number equal to a large value (typically infinite) and the porosity, V R and C R to one. 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A Streamlines and Isotherms
The fixed input parameters that were used in this work were 9 . 0 = ε , 0.011 . In this section, the flow structure and the heat transfer will be analyzed and discussed. The results include some local details of the flow and temperature fields and the overall heat transfer coefficient and friction factor.
The secondary flow pattern and isotherms are displayed in Fig. 2-Fig. 8 . Because of the symmetry about the vertical diameter, the isotherms are plotted in the left half and the streamlines in the right half. The value of max ψ listed for each figure is a measure of the strength of the secondary flow; max ψ is the maximum value of the dimensionless stream function. For pure forced convection, the secondary flow forms a symmetrical eddy rotating in the clockwise direction, for instance Fig. 2-Fig. 3 . The isotherms are nearly circular with a deformation between two consecutive blocks. After a certain threshold value of Gr, depending on Da and Pr, two or three eddy is formed (Fig. 4-Fig. 8 ). The two small eddies above and below the main eddy are anti clockwise. As the Grashof number increases, the secondary motion becomes stronger as evidenced by the higher values of max ψ . At higher values of Dr, the isotherm pattern shows the thermal boundary layer near the porous blocks and between them close to heated inner duct. In the region away from and under the inner cylinder, the isotherms tend to become horizontal. The presence of the porous blocks causes the distortion of the isotherms between two consecutive porous blocks, in this region the heat transfer decreases. At lower Prandtl number (Pr=1), the second eddy takes place at 6 10 Gr ≥ , whereas at higher values of Pr (Pr=5 or 10), this phenomena occurred at lower values of Gr ( 5 10 
Gr ≥
). The distortion of the isotherm is very pronounced for higher values of Prandtl number, Whereas the strength of the secondary flow is significantly larger for Pr=1 than for Pr=5 or 10. One consequence is that, for the same Grashof number, the eddy makes its appearance for Pr=5 or 10 for instance Fig. 3-Fig. 4 . For the design purposes, the overall heat transfer in the device is of primary interest. The overall heat transfer results . This enhancement is attributable to the combined effect of highly conductive porous blocks and buoyancy. Indeed, the porous blocks acting as extended surfaces for heat transfer. Further, the higher the Prandtl number, the smaller is the value of Gr at which the buoyancy forces begin to affect the value of the average Nusselt number. 
B. Friction Factor
The increased heat transfer in mixed convection and with presence of porous media does not come without a penalty. The pressure gradient required for a given mass flow rate through the duct also increases in magnitude. The axial pressure drop for the flow can be expressed in terms of the friction factor f , where f is given by the standard definition:
If previous equation is rewritten in terms of the dimensionless variables, there results:
The dimensionless mean value of W is given in appendix. In the absence of the secondary flow, the product f Re is constant, which depends only on the Darcy number. Fig. 11-Fig. 12 show the product Re f plotted as a function of Gr for different values of Pr . The influence of buoyancy becomes noticeable only after a certain threshold value of Gr is exceeded. Since Stronger secondary flows are associated with increasing values of Gr . The increase in friction factor due to porous blocks is seen to be significantly large with lower values of Pr . The flow resistance increases with the Pr decrease. Indeed, the high Prandtl numbers are associated with relatively weaker secondary flows and lead to a smaller value of f Re . 
C. Efficiency
From previous discussion of the overall heat transfer coefficient and the friction factor, it appears that , the improvement occurred only for 10 Pr = and 5 and after a certain threshold value of Gr is exceeded as showed in Fig. 13 . Thus, the efficiency is significantly affected by the Darcy number of the porous blocks. The use of porous blocks increases the overall heat transfer coefficient more particularly with higher values of Pr .
The friction factor is very affected by the presence of porous structure; it increases with the Darcy number decrease. The use of porous blocks leads to an improvement of efficiency for all value of Prandtl number at 
The density ρ is given by:
( ) 
The dimensionless mean value of W is calculated from:
In the thermally developed region, the temperature The mean Nusselt number is defined as:
